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L16, 28 March:  VisIt-HPC-batch!
!

1) Launch these programs on your computer (lab or labtop)!
FileZilla or Fugu!
Putty or Terminal!
NotePad++ or TextEdit or TextWrangler!
!

2) With FileZilla or Fugu, connect to tezpur.hpc.lsu.edu and copy to your computer!
   Movie_MAS_2.py!
   visit_python_batch_script.txt!
!

 tezpur.hpc.lsu.edu   port 22, path /project/lbutler!
!

Open both up in NotePad++ or TextEdit or TextWrangler!
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Our to-do list:!
!

1) Update a VisIt Python script.  Edit a path so that calculated image files are stored in your 
tezpur directory.!
2) Update a Philip batch script file so that it uses your VisIt Python script and emails to your 
account the job status information.!
!

3) Create and verify your directory on tezpur in /project/lbutler/students!
!

4) Update the .soft file in your account on Philip /home/your name!
5) Create directory on Philip /home/your name/.visit/hosts/ and put a copy of host_philip.xml!
in this new directory.!
!

6) Finally, submit a batch job.  !



Les is using bash shell

Les Butler’s experience with VisIt on HPC Philip

(1) Is my account active?  Yes

VisIt batch 
mode
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(2) Where is my terminal application?   !
It is in Macintosh  /Applications/Utilities/Terminal.app!
!

(3) Do I change from default preferences?  No!
!

I do use Terminal/View/Bigger to make the font bigger on 
large monitor system.
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(4) Can I log in to Philip?  Yes!
Turn on Terminal!
At prompt, I typed     ssh lbutler @philip.hpc.lsu.edu !
For first time, I accepted philip as a “known host”   by typing     yes!
Note:   y or Y is not good enough.!
This known host is part of the!
ssh security system.
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(5) What are the contents of my home directory on Philip?!
Useful commands are:!
ls        list directory contents!
ls -al       list all contents (do not skip entries starting with .)  and list  the author of each file

Not much in this home directory.

Well, a few hidden files.  The important file is   .soft
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(6) What are the contents of the file   .soft ?!
Useful commands are:!
more        a file perusal filter for crt viewing!
man         access to help files for a command

Just like Le Yan/Alex lecture, slides #20, #39

(7)  BTW.  At first login, .soft did not have the +visit-2.3.2 and other keys.  I used the vi editor 
to enter keys for visit, mpich, and gcc into the .soft file.   Alex has done the same for all 
students in this class.
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(8) The instructions on slide #39 include.   
Useful commands are:!
mkdir     make directories!
cd            change directory!
pwd        print working directory  (usually current directory).!
!

So, I typed (note:  the dollar sign is the prompt character from Philip.  I didn’t type it).!
$ mkdir .visit!
$ cd .visit!
$ pwd!
and Philip printed /home/lbutler/.visit!
$ mkdir hosts!
$ cd hosts!
$ pwd!
and Philip printed /home/lbutler/.visit/hosts!
$ cp /usr/local/packages/visit/host_philip.xml   ~/.visit/hosts/!
$ ls!
and  Philip printed host_philip.xml!
!

!
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(9) Do I have any data to visualize?  *.h5 would be nice or *.bin, *.bov would be ok!
The data is on tezpur which is accessible from Philip.  Our class data is in /project/lbutler!
! I typed:!

cd /project/lbutler!
ls -l  

I typed:!
cd data_ and then pressed tab!
ls -l  

I typed:!
cd MA and then pressed tab!
ls -l  

Found the data!!���9
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Found the VisIt python program!
Found the Philip batch script.
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(10) Where am I going to store my results?!
!

/project/lbutler/students/les!



This batch script file is taken from!
Le Yan’s slide #34.
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(11)  Download from Moodle/Week 11/ two text files!
         Movie_MAS_2.py    and    visit_python_batch_script.txt!
!

Open visit_python_batch_script.txt  in a text editor like NotePad+, TextWrangler, or similar

Later, increase walltime as you!
gain experience with length of jobs.

Must change to your name.

Must change to your email.
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(12)   Open Movie_MAS_2.py   in a text editor

This is good.

Must change to your name.!
Both lines.

Note the really large value for samples. !
This is a viz problem perfect for HPC.
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(12)   Continuing with Movie_MAS_2.py   in a text editor

Reasonable values for range command are:!
range(255,5,-5)   yields 51 images  ~50 minutes!
range(255,5,-10) yields 26 images!
range(255,1,-1)   yields 255 images

Note the really large value for samples. !
This is a viz problem perfect for HPC.
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(13)   Copy Movie_MAS_2.py    and   visit_python_batch_script.txt !
to your folder in /project/lbutler/students/your folder 

And confirm with !
directory listing in your!
terminal program.
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(14a)   And confirm again with file listing (more) in your terminal program.

This should be your name

This should be your name

This should be your email
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(14b)   And confirm again with file listing (more) in your terminal program.

This should be your name

This should be your name About the more command.!
Press space bar to see more text.!
Hit q to quit.
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(15)   Submitting the batch job.!
My preference is to submit from home directory on Philip, so cd /home/lbutler

qsub <batch script>!
showstart <job_id>!
qstat!
qshow <job_id>!
qdelete <job_id>
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(16)   Checking on the batch job.! qsub <batch script>!
showstart <job_id>!
qstat!
qshow <job_id>!
qdelete <job_id>



(16)   I transfered the *.jpg back to my computer!

Only upto #43, and I was expecting 51.  \Should 
have asked for more walltime.  Oh well.
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(17)   Use any convenient program to turn *.jpg sequence into movie.! VisIt batch 
mode

Recall this comment about the loop parameters: !
range(255,5,-5)   yields 51 images  ~15 minutes!
range(255,5,-10) yields 26 images!
range(255,1,-1)   yields 255 images

This movie made from 44 jpg images of size 600x600.!
Average file size about 40 kb.   Images assembled into a movie with:!
•  QuickTime Pro v7!
•  GraphicConverter v6.6,   and !
•  iMovie ’08

The movie as made with QuickTime Pro v7.


